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Design of small uninhabited aerial vehicles is hampered by the relatively sparse
database available for aerodynamic properties of basic shapes at low Reynolds number
(Re). As a step towards remedying this situation, an experimental investigation of the
influence of aspect ratio on the drag of circular cylinders at low Re has been conducted.
The experiment itself faced the difficulty of measuring the small forces associated with
low Re.

A novel solution to this problem has been developed and applied in the

Patterson Hall low speed wind tunnel at Mississippi State University. Using this method
the drag characteristics of cylinders with aspect ratios varying from 16 down to 1 over a
Reynolds number range from 105 down to 104 have been measured. This presentation
will discuss the existing database, the present experimental method and the results that
have been obtained
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Design of small uninhabited aerial vehicles is hampered by the relatively sparse
database available for aerodynamic properties of basic shapes at Reynolds numbers (Re)
on the order of 100,000 or less. There is the extensive collection of data on airfoil
sections by Selig1, but there are no corresponding data sets or estimation methods for
finite wings, fuselages and other components. The present study has been undertaken as
an attempt to provide a small piece of this missing information.
The focus here is on the effects of aspect ratio on the drag of circular cylinders at
Reynolds numbers in the range from 10,000 to 100,000. The drag of an infinite span
circular cylinder is relatively well documented and is a standard reference. Since flight
vehicles have, of course, finite span, it is useful to have references for this also. This
study addresses this situation.
An extensive literature search for studies of the drag of finite aspect ratio
cylinders, particularly at relatively low values of Re, had a surprising result. Only a very
few references were found, and these were quite old. There were two primary sources—
Hoerner’s classic book2 and the seminal paper by Roshko3. Hoerner presents a
compilation of drag measurements for infinite span cylinders in a figure that is frequently
1
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reproduced in texts. They have been recreated for reference purposes in figures A.1 and
A.2. Hoerner’s book also makes a very relevant comment about how the side edges or
ends have significant effects on the center portion of circular cylinders as is observed in
Fig A.2. The data in Hoerner in the range 104 < Re < 105 related to this project are from a
study by Wieselsberger4. The drag coefficient is near 1.1 and slightly increases as Re
decreases. Hoerner also presents some finite aspect ratio drag data, from Wieselsberger
shown in Fig A.2. The data measured was obtained for Re of 100,000. The drag
coefficient varies from 1.0 at AR = 40 to 0.7 at AR = 1. Roshko explored the influence
of vortex shedding on the drag of an aspect ratio 6 cylinder. For his unmodified cylinder,
Roshko observed the drag coefficient to be 0.7. References 2-5 are the only ones found
that had direct relevance to the present study.
The present study is an experimental investigation, providing a first glimpse at
aspect ratio effects. The experiments were conducted in the subsonic wind tunnel in
Patterson Hall at Mississippi State University. Preliminary calculations on cylinders that
were small enough to fit in the normal 3 ft by 4 ft test section showed that the forces
would be below the reliable resolution of the force measurement system. The flow
speeds required to obtain the desired Reynolds numbers, were also below the speeds that
could be reliably controlled by the tunnel control system. These factors necessitated a
change in venue.
The other three legs in the Patterson tunnel have a cross-sectional area that is
more than six times the area of the normal test section.

This large area had the

advantages of being able to accommodate much larger cylinders and being able to
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provide controllable low speed flow. These advantages were sufficient to cause the
experiment to be moved to the tunnel leg immediately downstream of the propeller.
There was an important disadvantage to this location, however. There was no force
balance in this section with which to measure cylinder drag. This problem required
creativity to solve. Ultimately an arrangement was devised in which the cylinder would
be suspended as a pendulum.
A free body diagram of the cylinder as a pendulum is illustrated in Fig. A.3. A
balance of forces for this free body gives a relation between the drag, D, and the angle of
swing, θ, as shown below.

ΣFx = T ⋅ sin θ − D = 0

ΣFy = T ⋅ cos θ − W = 0
T ⋅ sin θ D
=
T ⋅ cos θ W
D = W ⋅ tan θ
The experimental problem now became one of measuring the deflection angle.
The first approach considered was to use some sort of optical method. One possible
technique was to mount a laser, pointed at the tunnel floor, to the cylinder. The position
of the light spot could then be related to the deflection angle. Gassaway5 successfully
used this method for a somewhat similar problem. This method had the handicap, in the
present situation, of the inability to accurately measure the spot location because of
viewing limitations in the tunnel. Another optical technique considered was to mount a
stationary light source and an array of stationary light sensors to the tunnel ceiling in such
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a way that one of the cylinder support wires swung between the source and sensors. The
cylinder angle could then be determined by noting which sensor was in the shadow of the
wire. This method has been frequently used in this laboratory6. Problems with obtaining
a suitable light source prevented this method from being used here, however. Attention
then turned to mechanical methods for measuring the cylinder deflection angle. The
leading candidate was a rotary potentiometer and this ultimately became the technique
used here.
To follow in this thesis will be a documentation of the experiment in detail.
Results obtained for cylinder drag as a function of Reynolds number and aspect ratio will
then be presented and discussed. The thesis will conclude with an interpretation of the
experiment and results.

CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Wind Tunnel Facility:
The experiments concerned with this thesis project were conducted in Patterson
laboratories at Mississippi State University. The test facility is a medium-scale, closedcircuit subsonic wind tunnel. The tunnel has an octagonal cross section throughout its
closed loop wooden structure, except for the plane of the propeller, where it is tapered to
be circular. The four-bladed, variable pitch propeller is nine feet (~2.75 meters) in
diameter, and is driven by a 75 horsepower (56kW), 3-phase electric motor at 1200 rpm.
The tunnel velocity is monitored through the difference in dynamic pressure, which is
measured at two static pressure ports—one located near the tunnel stagnation chamber
and the other located at the test section inlet. The pressure difference between these ports
is measured with a Pace Model CP51DR variable reluctance transducer with DC output
and a range of 0.5 psid. While monitoring the tunnel velocity, the flow speed was varied
by changing the pitch of the propeller. The pitch of the propeller blades was controlled by
a 4096:1 geared 24V DC motor in the propeller hub operated through a set of slip rings
with electric brushes. The test section velocity was limited to 160 feet per second (~50
meters per second) maximum velocity for continuous operation, due to current demands
of the electric drive motor at higher speeds. The tunnel had been operated to 200 feet per
5
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second (~60 meters per second) for short durations. The tunnel section in which these
speeds were obtained had a cross-sectional area of 10.5 ft2 (0.97 m2). The numbers and
technical details that describe the windtunnel facility, acquired from a paper by
Hannigan7 provided vital information during the initial planning. The larger tunnel
section used as the test section was an octagon in cross-sectional shape with sides
measuring 45 in (3.75 ft, 1.14 m) each. This translated into 108.64 in (9.05 ft, 2.76 m) of
height and width for the test section and a cross-sectional area of 67.90 ft2 (6.31 m2).
Cylinders:
The cylinders had to be really light in weight. After much deliberation and
considering financial and practical constraints, it was determined that the lightest models
possible could be made from foam. The foam used to make the cylinders was Owens
Corning brand Foamular 250. The material used to make them was extruded polystyrene.
The cylindrical shape was cut out of the foam on a 4-axis hotwire CNC machine, using
0.004 in (0.0003 ft, 0.0001 m) diameter tungsten wire. Because the cylinders were a
simple extrusion, a 2-D CAD model of the shape and consequent cut path was generated.
A list of points was obtained from this method and then interpolated by the CNC machine
to best fit the circular curvature of the cylinders. The specific weight of the foam was 1.8
lb/ft3. Two cylinders were cut from the foam. Cylinder 1 was solid, had 3 in (0.25 ft,
0.0762 m) diameter and was 4 ft (0.101 m) long. Cylinder 2 was hollow, had 12 in (1ft,
0.305 m) diameter with an 8 in (0.667 ft, 0.203 m) diameter cylinder cut out and was also
4 ft long.
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Cylinder 1 with lengths 4 ft, 3ft and 2ft were hereafter referred as cylinders with
aspect ratio 16, 12 and 8 respectively. Cylinder 2 with lengths 4 ft, 3 ft and 2 ft were
hereafter referred as cylinders with aspect ratio 4, 3 and 2 respectively. The starting
aspect ratios therefore were 16 and 4, respectively. Lower aspect ratios were obtained by
reducing the lengths of the cylinders after a successful windtunnel test.
Setup:
Once the cylinder was manufactured, the next step was to support the cylinders
inside the windtunnel. The supports had to be thin, light, strong and not interfere with the
drag measurements. The assembly also had to be setup in such a way that the movement
of the cylinder is not compromised and is near frictionless. Using a string to suspend the
cylinders from the top would have been the ideal solution but measuring the angle caused
by deflection of a string would not have been possible using a potentiometer, the device
chosen for this project. Instead, an arrangement was devised in which the cylinder was
suspended from a shaft by two wires. The shaft was supported by bearings. Motion of the
cylinder caused the shaft to rotate. The potentiometer, attached to the shaft, measured this
rotation. The supports for the cylinders were hence made from steel wires 0.054 in
(0.05ft, 0.001 m) in diameter. These rigid but light supports were about 18 in (1.5 ft, 0.46
m) long to ensure that the cylinders would be centrally placed in the windtunnel. As
observed earlier, the system had to move together and the support wires had to pass
through a pipe or shaft. The reason being that when the cylinder moves along with the
supports, it rotates the shaft. To ensure that this rotational motion is measured, the shaft
had to be connected to the potentiometer using a cotter pin. The cotter pin helped unite
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the entire setup. The shaft was made using aluminum tubing 0.53 in (0.04 ft, 0.01 m) in
outside diameter and 9.2 ft (2.80 m) long. This shaft was placed 3 ft (0.91 m) from the
top inner wall of the windtunnel. The shaft was intentionally made to pass though 3
bearings to suppress any sag and also vibration at higher flow speeds. Two of the three
bearings were glued onto the holes drilled on the windtunnel wall and the third was
suspended from a string connected to a hook from the top of the windtunnel. The shaft
outer diameter was larger than the bearing inner diameter. This initiated the use of heat
shrink tubing. A separate end piece with smaller diameter was cut and joined with the
main shaft using heat shrink tubing. The steel wires were threaded on both ends. Nuts
were used on either side of the shaft while the wire was secured in place. Necessary
initial testing was done on the potentiometer to find out if it would provide satisfactory
and accurate results. The potentiometer chosen was a Spectrol Precision Potentiometer
with a resistance of 50 Ω, resistance tolerance of ± 3% and linearity tolerance of ± 0.5%.
L-Brackets were used on the ends of the cylinders with holes drilled to allow the threaded
wire to pass through. Nuts were used above and below the brackets to secure the
arrangement. During the initial tests, one of the nuts came undone paving for the use of
duct tape. This duct tape was used to strengthen the joint between the nuts and wires. Fig
B.1 illustrates the detailed setup. For Cylinder 2 one bracket was not enough to provide a
rigid support and prevent rocking along the axis, so two brackets were used, one glued
onto another, forming a U shape appearance. The wires had to pass both the brackets
through a hole drilled in each one of them. Calculations were performed during the setup
to understand how much of an influence the wire supports would be on the cylinder drag.
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As an example at 10 ft/sec (3.048 m/sec), estimated drag based on Hoerner CD curve was
0.051 lbs for the AR 8 cylinder and 9.627 x 10-4 lbs for the wire. The L brackets were
made out of equal sided aluminum sheets 0.028 in (0.002 ft, 0.0007 m) thick and 0.695 in
(0.057 ft, 0.018 m) long. The ratio of the bracket frontal area to AR 8 cylinder area was
0.0098. This suggested that wire drag and drag due to brackets could be neglected from
further calculations.
Calibration:
The large test section where the tests were conducted did not have provisions to
measure velocity and other atmospheric properties. Although the area ratio between the
large and small test section was known, an accurate account of the velocity in the section
could not have been determined without actual velocity measurements. A Gill Propeller
Anemometer was used to measure velocity in this section The anemometer was held
inside the windtunnel as shown in figures B.2, B.3 and B.4. The anemometer was a low
threshold precision air velocity sensor employing a fast response helicoid propeller. The
instrument used a high quality tach-generator transducer to convert propeller rotation to
DC voltage that was linearly proportional to air velocity. A rectangular shaped mounting
plate was fastened to the outer windtunnel wall using nuts and bolts. The rectangular
mounting plate had an elliptical hole to allow a 6 ft (1.83 m) long and 0.61 in (0.05 ft,
0.01 m) diameter pipe. The pipe had an elbow bend on one end and the pipe diameter was
chosen such that it would provide a rigid fit of the anemometer onto the pipe. A solid iron
circular cylinder was also bolted at the end of the pipe extending out to provide seating
for an additional 6 ft (1.83 m) of pipe. The elliptical hole was used to provide free
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movement of the anemometer between the top and bottom inner wall of the windtunnel.
Also a bigger pipe with diameter 1.10 in (0.09 ft, 0.03 m) was welded to the mounting
plate to arrest any sideways movement as seen in figures B.5 and B.6. With this
arrangement the smaller pipe would pass through and rest on the bigger pipe. Wires ran
through the anemometer out of the pipe to a Data Acquisition (DAQ) card connected to a
computer. The card used was a NI DAQCard-6024E with 16 single ended channels or 8
differential with a resolution of 12 bits and maximum sampling rate of 200kS/second.
A LabVIEW data acquisition program was used to find the velocity in the large
section. Before writing the program, the requirement was to get 100 readings in one sec
and 10 seconds worth of data totaling 1000 readings. The limitations in the program for
writing onto a file and some other issues restricted the sampling rate to 23.64. A test was
conducted to monitor the velocity across the cross sectional area of the windtunnel. The
tunnel was divided into 5 parts and marks made on the pipes to designate respective
positions at 1 ft (0.30 m), 2.5 ft (0.76 m), 4.5 ft (1.37 m), 6.5 ft (1.98 m), 8 ft (2.44 m). A
LabVIEW program also ran the windtunnel to monitor the velocity in the small test
section. In this case, voltages were measured by a DMM controlled and monitored by
IEEE 488.2 bus and not by a DAQ card. The two programs were run on different
computers. The velocity data in the large section was written to a comma delimited excel
sheet and saved in the local drive as a separate file for every position. A liquid level was
taped on the pipe to ensure that the pipe would hold the anemometer parallel to the flow.
The results obtained are as shown in Fig B.7. Position 1, which was closest to
inner wall of the windtunnel, showed significant variation in the velocity. The velocity
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variations occurred in long low frequency periods. Position 5 also had long periods with
large amplitude velocity variations of about 5 ft/sec (1.52 m/sec) but not as many high
frequency peaks. Positions 3, 4 and 5 displayed reasonable agreement between each other
with relatively low variations and not many high frequency peaks. The combined range
of variation was also within acceptable limits. Positions 3, 4 and 5 were the areas where
the cylinders would be suspended. It was observed that starting with AR 16 and 4 and
going down to AR 8 and 2 respectively would keep the cylinders in reasonably uniform
flow. After analyzing the velocity profiles, the anemometer had to be calibrated to
understand the relation between large and small test section velocities. During the test,
the anemometer was held inline with the flow and velocity measurements taken in steps
of 10 ft/sec (3.05 m/sec) between 0 ft/sec (0 m/sec) and 120 ft/sec (36.58 m/sec) in
ascending and descending fashion. These velocities were directly read off the screen from
the LabVIEW program used to control the speed at the small test section. The program
used at the second computer near the large section recorded 500 readings in 20.6 seconds
every time the ‘OK’ button was hit. This practice was repeated for all speeds up to 120
ft/sec in both increasing and decreasing velocities. The program was set to write the
readings into an excel file. The plot resulting from these tests is shown in Fig B.8. This
plot showed a nearly linear relation between the small test section and large section
velocities and also confirmed the area ratio found by manually measuring the small and
large windtunnel cross sections. In all further calculations to find drag or drag coefficient,
the velocities obtained by this test were used.
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The velocity time history for 10.06 ft/sec (3.07 m/sec) average velocity is shown
in Fig B.9. There was a surprisingly long period, large amplitude velocity variation with
higher frequency variations superimposed on it. The long period was nearly 10 seconds,
and the corresponding amplitude was 20% of the average speed. The effect that this
variation might have on the measurements then became a concern.
In order to understand the possible influence of the large fluctuations in velocity,
a numerical Mathcad simulation of the system was developed. Assumptions and relations
are stated based on Fig B.10. As observed in the figure, ω and θ are assumed to be
positive counterclockwise. The forces W and D have components in the horizontal and
vertical direction. Newton’s second law of motion applied to this setup gives

I

dϖ
= −WL sin θ + LD cos θ
dt

where the angular velocity of pendulum is ϖ =

dθ
dt

The relative velocity is expressed as V r = V a − V p
where the pendulum velocity in the horizontal direction is V p = ϖL cos θ

The freestream was modeled by a mean flow with a single sinusoidal variation
superimposed on it. The model also included the time required to bring the mean flow up
to speed. It is assumed that the amplitude of the sinusoidal fluctuation also built up with
time. To account for this, the tunnel speed and the oscillations are multiplied by 1 − e

−

t

τ

,

where τ is the time constant and t is the time in seconds. The airspeed is expressed as a
combination of the windtunnel velocity V and frequency of the flow speed oscillations
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ωv. The same time lag and gradual increase relation is applied to both the velocity and
flow speed oscillations. The amplitude of the oscillation, v (a dimensionless quantity), is
expressed as the ratio of actual airspeed and average airspeed.
v=

Va (actual)
Va (avg)

The relation obtained for the airspeed is
t

−

Va = V 1 + (v sin(ϖ v t ) )1 − e τ



t
−

  1 − e τ
 







Using this expression in the relative velocity, Vr is now expressed as
t

−

Vr = V 1 + (v sin(ϖ v t ) )1 − e τ



t
−

  1 − e τ
 



 − ϖ L cos θ



and consequently the drag D becomes
D=

1
ρ Vr2 S C d
2

Substituting all the above expressions back in Newton’s second law of motion, the
angular acceleration can now be written as

t
−

1  
dϖ L 
τ

= − W sin θ + ρ V 1 + v sin(ϖ v t)1 − e
dt
I
2  



dθ
=ϖ
dt

t
−

  1 − e τ
 


2



 − ϖ L cos θ  S C d cos θ 





The two equations above form a coupled set of first order, non-linear ordinary
differential equations. They were solved using the Runge-Kutta fourth order method in
Mathcad after providing the necessary initial values. The behavior of drag, deflection
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angle (in radians), relative velocity, airspeed and deflection angle (in degrees) as
functions of time appear in figures B.11, B.12 and B.13. From the plots it is observed that
the oscillations after the initial start settle down to a simple sinusoidal motion. The
averages taken over several time intervals confirm this phenomenon. Also the drag after
the initial transient stage is observed to agree with the steady flow drag.
These results indicate that even though there are velocity variations, the average
drag values from measurements should be meaningful. These results also show, however
that the averages need to be for long time intervals. This, unfortunately, was not
completely satisfied in the present tests and there maybe some errors introduced by
insufficient sampling time.
Before any tests could be conducted with the cylinders, the potentiometer also had
to be calibrated. Since the potentiometer would produce different results for the small and
the big cylinders, separate tests were conducted. The calibration method to be used had to
include the suspended cylinder in the scheme of things. It was realized that applying
force and measuring the deflection could recreate the cylinder swinging back with flow
of air. This force could be any force in the line of flow that can produce a similar change
in the potentiometer resistance. An arrangement with a string tied around the cylinder at
one end and passing through a pulley at the other with addition of weights acting as the
applied force was considered to produce a reasonable estimate of the actual drag forces.
To accomplish this, a wooden frame was constructed and fixed on the windtunnel floor
about 6 ft (1.83 m) from the cylinder and a pulley was fixed to the top of the frame using
4 screws. The arrangement is shown in figures B.15, B.16 and B.17. The calibrations
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were conducted in the windtunnel by adding different size and weight washers to a pan or
stand tied to the string coming from over the pulley. The weights were added in a set
sequence to achieve a force as high as what the cylinder would be subjected to by the
airflow. The results in the first round of tests were not satisfactory and it was realized that
the tests had to be conducted with the tunnel running. This helped simulate the calibration
tests in a very similar environment as the actual tests and also reduce any static friction
present inside the windtunnel. The calibrations were executed a second time and results
recorded using a LabVIEW data acquisition program. Data were recorded after every
weight addition with both increasing and decreasing force measurements. The results
appear in figures B.18 and B.19. The excel plots suggested that third degree polynomials
would provide reasonable curve fits with error percentages being lower than for any other
degree. The equations obtained were used to calculate force as a function of voltage for
drag coefficient measurements at later stages of the experiment.
Tests:
Windtunnel tests were conducted between 0 ft/sec (0 m/sec) and 120 ft/sec (36.58
m/sec) in steps of 10 ft/sec (3.05 m/sec) in ascending and descending fashion. Both the 4
ft (1.22 m) cylinders were tested in the above speeds. The tests were conducted with 4
students assigned different jobs. The LabVIEW program for the drag measurements was
setup to take data when the ‘OK’ button on the front panel was hit. The button started a
while loop which prompted the program to take 50 readings every second for 10 seconds
and write the data to an excel comma delimited file whose path was defined. Students
were assigned jobs including operating the windtunnel, watching the cylinder for any
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untoward behavior, monitoring the windtunnel air flow pressure and taking data using a
computer setup near the test section in use. With every increase in speed, time was
allotted for the cylinder to settle down after the initial vibrations because of the change in
speeds. Once the cylinder was fairly steady another set of data was recorded and the
readings were now appended to the same excel file used before. LabVIEW was not able
to append data by adding columns. The only possible solution to this was to append the
data by adding on rows. Using excel restricted the number of columns to 256. Although
the program was written to take data for 10 seconds the first 256 readings were written to
file in 5 seconds and the rest were lost. The program was then modified to take 25
readings every second so that 256 readings are obtained in 10 seconds effectively. This
was repeated for all speeds in both increasing and decreasing velocities. The data was
later processed to obtain drag coefficient trends with change in speeds. The cylinder
aspect ratios were reduced from 16 to 12 and 4 to 3 in the respective cylinders by cutting
one end off and redoing the end caps with brackets. Before every experiment liquid levels
were used to ensure the cylinder was correctly positioned. The same steps were repeated
for both cylinders of aspect ratios 12 and 3, and finally they were cut down to aspect ratio
8 and 2 respectively. During the tests on these cylinders it was observed that cylinder 1
was subjected to a lot of force resulting in exaggerated oscillations and fluttering. It was
assumed that as the cylinder was really light in weight it was not able to withstand the
forces and offer any steadiness to take readings. The cylinder swung back against the
flow in an oscillating motion at lower speeds and could have possibly been the cause for
the shift in potentiometer. It was observed that the potentiometer was not able to return to
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the same resistance/voltage on where it started. This was prevalent among cylinders of
aspect ratios 12 and 8. The loss in weight of the cylinder had to be compensated by
adding metal or some form of weight that would not change the moment of inertia. The
1 ft (0.35 m) pieces that were cut were weighed and found to weigh 0.08 lbs (0.03 kg)
and 0.9 lbs (0.44 kg) each for cylinder 1 and 2 respectively. Steel chunks weighing the
same were added to cylinder 1. The chunks were added to the back of the cylinder by
cutting out a slot in the foam deep enough for the chunk to be near the axis and help in
keeping the moment of inertia the same. Several welding rods were taped together to
form a thicker tubular object and glued on the axis of cylinder 2. Cylinder 2 being hollow
could not have held the metal chunks in place. The cylinders were tested with these
changes and showed improvement in the results. The cylinder with aspect ratio 8,
although performed better than before, was still not producing satisfactory trends. Even
with the addition of 0.16 lbs (0.073 kg) the cylinder results did not improve significantly.
A possible solution was to recalibrate the cylinder and use the newer equation. Since
weight was added to both cylinders, the calibrations done on cylinders with aspect ratio
16 and 4 should have worked well for all the cases but it did not. Calibrations were
performed again on 8 and 2 aspect ratio cylinders. The results appear in figures B.20 and
B.21. During the second calibration, the shaft and wires were checked for any evident
faults and the heat-shrunk tubes were found to have come off. The bearings used for the
shaft were not of the exact size. To accommodate the smaller sized bearing, a smaller
diameter end piece was used. This end piece had a hole drilled to allow the cotter pin and
passed through the bearing. A heat shrink tube was used to join this end piece with the
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actual shaft and then taped on the outside. The heat shrunk tube was now remounted and
taped to fix the joint. The calibration for the 8 and 2 aspect ratio cylinders was done after
the tube problem was resolved. Windtunnel tests were conducted on the 8 and 2 aspect
ratio cylinders to obtain drag coefficient trends and there was a definite improvement in
the data with the voltage readings in the potentiometer repeating itself with the increasing
and decreasing velocities.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The tests conducted for cylinder 1 and 2 were plotted using Excel individually. To
understand the trends better the data were combined into one plot each for both cylinder 1
and 2 respectively. From the background research and literature survey conducted the
drag coefficient was expected to decrease as the cylinder becomes shorter.
Cylinder 1:
Fig C.1 illustrates the results obtained for this cylinder. The cylinder with AR 16
expectedly established a CD averaging at 0.85. But the AR 12 cylinder showed an
increase in CD, averaging 1.89, and going against expected trends. The reason for this
could well be the heat shrink tubing that was found to have come undone. Also because
of the lighter weight, the potentiometer could have shifted from its position. While doing
the calculations a shift was added to the experimental data to account for any difference
between the start and end voltage values. The shift was applied in a manner that modeled
a linear shift in the potentiometer position. The experiment itself could have undergone
an increase (shift in values) that was not linear in nature. This does not entirely account
for the trend observed but could be a possible reason for the increase in drag coefficient
values rather than the expected decrease. The AR 8 cylinder, the smallest among the test
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cases gave the lowest CD averaging at 0.31. This was the lowest average observed among
all the test cases. This in comparison to all cylinder 1 averages was lower as expected but
could have been in the 0.6 ranges resulting in a gradual decrease as against a sharp drop
in drag coefficients. A probable reason to this behavior could be that the AR 12 cylinder
results were much higher than normal causing the difference between the smallest and
biggest cylinders to appear large. All the results discussed above were for averages with
velocity in ascending fashion. The descending velocity trends as seen in Fig C.2
demonstrated the same behavior but with comparatively lower CD values. The results on
the whole were comparable to the references but could have been better if the problems
encountered were spotted in time and suitable corrections made.
Cylinder 2:
The same calculation procedures were involved for both cylinders 1 and 2 with
results being tabulated in Excel and plots obtained for individual test cases. The results
were combined into one Excel file to compare the drag coefficient trends for cylinder 2.
The results were evidently better in comparison with cylinder 1. The AR 4 cylinder had
an average CD of 1.005 and as the cylinder was cut short in size to AR 3 and 2, the
average CD’s were 0.75 and 0.79. All these averages were recorded for increasing
velocity trends. Refer to Fig C.3. Although the drag coefficients expectedly decreased as
the cylinder was reduced in size, the AR 2 and 3 cylinders had numbers not very different
from each other. Applying a shift to adjust the voltages and by trying to be consistent
with all test cases could have caused the results to appear as they are now. The smallest
cylinder was tested without any addition in weight because the cylinder was calibrated
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separately. Using the new force equation that was pertinent to the AR 2 cylinder alone
helped smooth the data and also produce a good CD vs. Re trend, but not performing a
calibration for the AR 3 cylinder may have caused the CD values to turn up about the
same and not higher. For decreasing velocity the ordering of results with respect to aspect
ratio changed as observed in Fig C.4. It is not clear why this happened. The CD values
showed in general a tendency to even out with the higher Re.
The drag coefficient was expected to increase with increase in AR. The fact that
observed behavior as shown in Fig C.5 is very much different shows that there were
problems with AR 12 and maybe some other cylinders. There was considerable
oscillatory motion of the cylinder during tests. This motion is reflected in the time
histories shown in Fig C.6 and C.7. Note that the dominant period in these figures is
around 3 seconds as opposed to the longer velocity fluctuations observed in Fig B.9.
To supplement these time history figures, a Fourier sine series analysis was done
for both velocity and force time history. The fast Fourier transform method in Mathcad
was used to perform the analysis and sine series was implemented on the results obtained
for visual estimation of results.
The velocity time history analysis displayed a large amplitude and low frequency
oscillation where the dominant frequency was found to be very low. This low frequency
or the large amplitude phenomenon could not have been due to effects of propeller
rotation speed, number of blades passing, or even time for air to complete a closed circuit
around the tunnel dimensions. The frequency of propeller blade passage 80 Hz, was
above the discernible frequencies.
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The force time history analysis governs the motion of the cylinder. The natural
frequency of a pendulum 1.5 ft long was 0.737 Hz, while the shedding frequency for a
Strouhal number of 0.2 was 1.281 Hz The natural frequency of the pendulum was found
to dominate the motion of the cylinder. The strong low frequency observed in velocity
time history analysis also showed up on the list of dominant frequencies with the
shedding frequency following right after. Although these observations indicated that
motion of the cylinder was influenced by various factors, it was inconclusive whether the
sampling rate, the specific case of AR 8 cylinder used in this analysis or a surge in
velocity because of the difference in cross-sectional area could have played a part. In
both the analyses, higher numbers of frequencies in the sine series were not used as they
did not guarantee a better match to the original signal and sufficient data was not
available to understand the several high frequency peaks. The number of frequencies
used for visual estimation was dependant upon best reproduction of the original signal.
As discussed in the experimental details about the fluctuations in the velocity
observed, the results obtained could have been different if every test case was repeated
several times and averages taken into account. The sampling periods considered during
every data acquisition could have contributed to the possible high or low voltage and
force biased results. But since the project did not involve repetition of tests for any given
case it would be very difficult to predict if the results could have been better or more on
the expected lines if the problems encountered were resolved in time, calibrations
conducted for every case, sufficient time provided for the air flow to achieve the desired
velocity and also attain steady flow.

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The objective of this project was to experimentally establish a relation between
drag coefficient, Reynolds number and aspect ratio. More importantly an attempt had
been made to provide insight into how to extend the work done by Selig1 on airfoils to
finite wings, and compare the drag results in Hoerner2 supported by documentation of
tests and plots on a low Re range.
Taking into consideration all the test case results, the project in general was able
to establish a reasonable trend of decrease in drag coefficient with increase in Re. Some
exceptions to this were found with Cylinder 1 with AR 12 that showed a marginal
increase initially and then settling down to a fairly constant CD, a characteristic similar to
the other cases at the corresponding Re. On the whole as discussed the drag coefficient
and Re trend was able to achieve good agreement with Fig A.1 from Hoerner2.
Three dimensional relief effects should cause a decrease in CD as aspect ratio
decreases. This behavior did occur for Cylinder 1 when comparing the 16 and 8 aspect
ratio cylinders and 16 and 12 aspect ratio cylinder results. However the drag coefficient
increased in going from aspect ratio 12 to 8. This unexpected behavior has not been fully
explained, although it may be related to a potentiometer calibration problem. Tests on
Cylinder 2 demonstrated different trends for the increasing and decreasing velocities. The
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increasing velocity trends showed a decrease in CD with decrease in AR with the average
drag coefficients being considered. But the CD values for the 2 and 3 aspect ratio
cylinders were the same for a greater part of the Re range in question. The decreasing
velocity trends showed that drag coefficient consistently decreased with decrease in AR
from 3 to 2. Surprisingly the cylinder with AR of 4 had an average CD lower than both the
2 and 3 aspect ratio cylinders.
From this discussion, results obtained were observed to be fairly consistent for the
Re effects but raised some concerns on the AR effects. In retrospect, calibrations could
have been performed on all cylinders and the respective force equations applied to obtain
better numbers for the drag force. During the tests it was also observed that the cylinders
were subjected to pronounced oscillations all through the experiment. The oscillations
observed on the cylinders could have been present either due to the unsteadiness in the
freestream or unsteadiness in cylinder motion due to vortex shedding. This unsteadiness
would have caused flow field changes and also instantaneous changes in the drag
coefficient values during the experiment. Also the sampling rate used in LabVIEW could
have been increased by efficient use of writing into file feature and data collected on a
longer time interval resulting in a larger data set to average the high and low frequency
oscillations. The use of heat shrink tubing could have been avoided with use of perfectly
sized bearings for the shaft and thereby reducing any slip.
The results obtained in this project, although reasonably satisfactory, should not
be compared too literally with Hoerner2. The results in Hoerner are for steady flow
approaching stationary cylinders. Neither condition holds in the present study, since both
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the approach flow and the cylinder position oscillate. With additional work both of these
fluctuations can be minimized. However, there is utility in the present method and results.
What has, infact been developed here is a technique for studying the response of objects
to unsteady flow. The measurements, although subject to some experimental difficulties,
provide insight to the unsteady drag characteristics of circular cylinders.
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Fig A.1

Re effect on CD recreated from Hoerner2

Fig A.2

Aspect ratio effect on CD recreated from Hoerner2
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Fig A.3

Free body diagram representing the forces acting on the cylinder
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Fig B.1

2D drawing representation of the experimental setup
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Fig B.2

Anemometer passing through an elliptical hole in the windtunnel wall

Fig B.3

Front view of the anemometer held inline with the flow
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Fig B.4

Back view of the anemometer held inside the windtunnel

Fig B.5

Anemometer held in place by the mounting plate
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Fig B.6

Mounting plate for the anemometer with welded pipe
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Velocity profile at different positions inside the windtunnel
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A comparison of small and large test section velocities
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Fig B.9

Velocity time history from the calibration at 10.06 ft/sec
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Fig B.10

Free body diagram used for Mathcad numerical simulation

Fig B.11

Drag and angle of swing (in radians) as a function of time
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Fig B.12

Relative, airspeed and pendulum velocity as a function of time

Fig B.13

Angle in degrees as a function of time
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Available ranges in AR and Re

Fig B.15

Pulley and frame arrangement for calibration
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Fig B.16

Potentiometer calibration setup with string passing around the cylinder
onto the pulley to a stand

Fig B.17

Calibration setup
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Fig B.18

Cylinder with AR 16, potentiometer calibration
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Cylinder with AR 4, potentiometer calibration
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Fig B.20

Cylinder with AR 8, potentiometer calibration
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Fig B.21

Cylinder with AR 2, potentiometer calibration
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Fig B.22

Circuit diagram for potentiometer and DAQ card setup

Fig B.23

Potentiometer wiring
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Fig B.24

Power supply for potentiometer

Fig B.25

Wiring from potentiometer to DAQ card
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Cylinder 1 drag with increasing Re
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Cylinder 1 drag with decreasing Re
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Fig C.3

Cylinder 2 drag with increasing Re
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Cylinder 2 drag with decreasing Re
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AR effects on drag coefficient at several constant Re cases
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Fig C.6

Force time history for Cylinder with AR 16 at 11.25 ft/sec
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Fig C.7

Force time history for Cylinder with AR 8 at 10.06 ft/sec

Fig C.8

Fourier sine series analysis on velocity time history at 10.06 ft/sec
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Fig C.9

Fourier sine series analysis on force time history for AR 8 cylinder

